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TRY TO MAKE A
DOLLAR OUT OF
FIFTY
CENTS
By Stacy Charles
Head, Treasury and Investment

There is a line in a childhood game that perplexed me while growing
up “…try to make a dollar outta fifty cents, you twist, you twist you
twist, you like this…”
Later in life, I would hear the bible story of the 5 loaves and 2 fish and
then was introduced to the story of the oil that fuelled the Hanukkah
miracle. These stories all had a common theme; making do with what
you have, creating what we deem as miracles out of circumstances
and ultimately surviving to tell the tale.
Many of us may remember our parents somehow being able to stretch
a dollar and accomplish amazing things with limited resources. The
ability to create the spending power of one dollar out of fifty cents
back then, was a skill that is needed in our current realities.
In the current economic environment, money management,
behavioural management and adaptability will be some of the
greatest assets that we can possess. The ability to know when we
can spend and when we should save will enable us to secure our
financial future. Unemployment in Trinidad and Tobago has increased
year on year from 2016 to 2017. Statistics show that not only has
unemployment increased but that there has been a decline in the
labour force during that period. This is an indication that people have
either been unable to become gainfully employed for some time
or have stopped looking for work. When faced with retrenchment,
non-renewal of contracts and general unemployment it is important
that we do a financial assessment and make major changes to our
spending patterns.
Tips for making changes to our financial situations:
1. Consult a financial advisor. Even when in the profession the
saying, “do as I say and not as I do” comes to mind. Often, we
need the objective view of a professional in order to help us
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4. Find creative ways to save

plan our financial future. This is one of the first steps
that should be taken in order to assist us with our new
financial realities.
2. Create a list of current expenditure and eliminate
those things that are not essential. After discussions
with the financial advisor, we still need to be aware of
the things on which we spend our money. Making a list
will help us tighten our belts. A few examples of things
which are comforts versus necessities for the average
person include:
•

Internet service

•

Cable television

•

Air conditioning

•

Clothes dryers

•

Gym fees

•

Personal trainer

•

Turn off the lights when not in use and use LED
electric bulbs

•

Walk or carpool where possible versus driving

•

Buy basic goods versus non-essentials at the
supermarket

•

Bargain shop

•

Cook versus buying food

•

Restructure loans, consolidate and pay off loans
where possible (after seeking advice)

It is important to face our new financial realities quickly
and make adjustments and changes as early as possible.
Modern day comforts will no longer be necessary and
adjustments to our money management techniques will be
needed. In these circumstances, our now “mauby pockets
and champagne tastes” can create great financial hurdles
in our lives.

3. Create a budget or spending plan for at least one
year.This will help us to manage our money in the event
that we face unemployment longer than expected.

We therefore encourage you to make the necessary changes
in order to secure your financial future.
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EVERY SCHOOL SHOULD HAVE A LIBRARY
Before there were smartphones, there were libraries.

be said that the better a child can read, the easier it will
be for them to learn new concepts and communicate. It
expands their imagination and creativity and allows them
to navigate life easier.

Throughout the years, technology has evolved and
changed the way we access information. The rise and
expansion of technology has given birth to the internet,
which has become the guru of information. Phrases such as
‘Google it’ and ‘Search online’ have become a vocabulary
staple of most.

Libraries are a hub for learning and growth. They create
a haven for knowledge expansion in children and can
be considered a ‘wonderland’ for books. It was with this
focus that TECU decided to partner with the Exchange
R.C. Primary School to develop a hub for learning and
development of the students. The school, located in
TECU’s fence line community of Couva, received an
upgraded library facility equipped with a story corner.

In a world with the internet at our fingertips, we are forced
to wonder, “Do we need libraries?”
“Modern screens and e-readers fail to adequately recreate
certain tactile experiences of reading on paper”, explained
Ferris Jabr in his book ‘Why the Brain Prefers Paper’.
Reading is a crucial skill for children and contributes
towards their overall growth and development. It can

The students and principal expressed their gratitude to
TECU for their contribution towards education.
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A MESMERIZING
MELODY
TECU congratulates Pan Elders on their victory
as sixth time champions of the Medium Band
Category for Panorama 2019.
The Steel Orchestra won the hearts and ears
of judges and spectators at the finals. Their
melodious rendition of ‘The Will’ by Scrunter
(Reyes Johnson), was skilfully arranged by
Duvone Stewart which ensured they retained
their title.

Photo credit: Pan Podium

TECU assisted the Pan Elders Steel Orchestra
during their 2019 Panorama journey.

TECU AT A GLANCE

COMMUNITY CRICKET
TECU continues to support its members,
community and sports development
within its fenceline communities. The
Credit Union provided financial support
to the Gasparillo United Cricket Team
which primarily comprise of TECU
members. TECU wishes the team much
success in their tournament.
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Figures as at

FEBRUARY 2019
Shares - $1,642,355,578
Loans

- $728,864,685

Assets - $2,178,917,650
No. of members - 44,651

Members of the Gasparillo United Cricket Team
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AND THE NOMINEES ARE?
Credit Unions are built on the philosophy of “People
Helping People”. Have you ever considered helping
people by applying to serve on the leadership team or by
becoming a committee member?

• Responsible

TECU is always looking for individuals passionate about
community and country. You do not have to be the former
Minister of Finance to apply. However, if you are, you are
very much welcome! It doesn’t matter if your experience
was not focused in the finance field, this is an opportunity
to learn and share your knowledge.

• Accountable

• Selfless
• Of Good Character
• Of Good Financial Standing
Why should you volunteer for office at TECU?
• Expand your professional network

Assuming you have been privy to gauging finance risks for
Audit or have done photography for product promotion
in Communications, TECU seeks to attract individuals with
diverse experience. Individuals that can offer a holistic
perspective of the membership.

• Develop new skills
• Assist in the education and training for members
• Give back to the community
• Share your knowledge and professional experience

There are, however, a few points to consider before
volunteering:

• Serve the membership
TECU runs on the leadership of qualified individuals
who have given freely of themselves in the spirit of
volunteerism. Being a member of TECU means that you
are also an owner. As such, becoming a nominee allows
you to actively participate in the governance of the Credit
Union, if elected. Join TECU as we continue to create and
secure our membership’s future.

Who should volunteer?
Persons who are:
• Trustworthy
• Committed
• Flexible
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Sherene Boochoon
Head, Credit and Risk

Sherene Boochoon joined the TECU family in January
2019. She holds a BSc. in Business Management and is a
Certified Internal Auditor with seventeen years’ experience.
As a former employee of PETROTRIN, she was engaged in
performing operational and compliance reviews of systems
and processes to identify, analyse and manage risk. She has
also been involved in evaluating company performance to
identify inefficiencies and improvement opportunities, in
order to achieve organizational goals and promote optimum
company practices. Mrs. Boochoon is an executive member
of Halimah’s Helping Hands, a registered NGO, which helps
children in need of assistance to maximize their full potential
through education - a cause she is extremely passionate
about. She is also a member of the Naparima Girls’ High
School Non Nobis Foundation which promotes volunteerism
within the present school body. Her personal credo is “be
good, do good”.

#THROWBACK

The construction of TECU House, Marabella in 1977
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“WHAT OUR MEMBERS SAY?”
“Best financial lending institution of all time. I
did some business with them, yes things took
a time, but it was part of the process. People
oriented and customer friendly. They take
everyone’s situation into consideration. God
bless this institution may it continue to thrive
and prosper.”

Anna M
ike

BENEFITS OF BEING A TECU MEMBER
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Complete a Transfer Voucher
with the ACH information and
submit to a TECU teller
Funds will be credited to your
bank account within 2 working
days.

Transfer funds
from TECU to
your Bank

Login to your TECH-U E-Services
Account
Select the TRANSFERS option and
select ACH
Complete all the required information
and click SAVE
Select the MEMBER to CONFIRM tab
and click AUTHORIZE
*Any change of address or
Funds will be credited to your bank
employment will require supporting
account within 2-5 working days.
documents for an account update.
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Obituaries
NAMES

DATE OF DEATH

NAMES

DATE OF DEATH

NAMES

DATE OF DEATH

AHYE Wayne

16/01/19

FORTUNE Roslyn

31/10/16

MOTILAL Adhar

12/12/16

ALEXANDER Raphael

30/01/19

GABRIEL Wilfred

25/12/18

NELSON-EDOO Neikeitha

21/11/18

ALEXANDER Ryan

05/08/18

GHANY Movina

31/08/16

PIERRE Lionel

21/12/18

ALPHONSO Raymond

09/01/19

GOMES Theresa

23/01/19

RAJPAUL Francis

07/11/18

AMIRALI Anna

24/06/16

GOOLIE Bobart

03/10/18

RAMLAKHAN Roy

17/11/18

BALKISSOON Rajesh

10/01/19

GRANT Sybil

24/11/18

RAMLOCHAN Kenneth

15/12/18

BANFIELD Kimlyn

20/11/18

GREENIDGE Clarence

02/12/18

RAMROOPSINGH Lutchmiepersad 15/06/18

BENJAMIN Clarence

07/11/18

HALL Pauline

10/04/18

RAMSUBIR Krishendath

21/10/18

BERTRAND James

29/11/18

HAWKESWORTH Melbourne

23/12/18

RAYMOND Wilkie

17/01/19

BEST Selwyn

31/10/18

HOSEIN Ameralie

05/12/17

REDHEAD Charles

18/01/19

BISSOONDATH Rudranath

12/10/18

INNISS Bernardina

19/11/18

ROBINSON Jack

25/01/19

BOVELL Clarence

29/11/18

KASSIRAM Caroline

12/11/18

SEALEY Hugh

11/01/19

CARPETTE Leon

26/10/18

KING Phyllis

19/09/16

SHAH Shafeyei

03/11/18

CHARLES Marcia

03/01/19

LANGE Lorna

29/09/18

SMART Conrad

24/01/19

CHINEMILLY Victor

16/12/18

LOCKIBY Agatha

20/12/18

SYLVESTER Winston

17/01/19

CLAXTON Eugene

24/01/19

LUKE Winston

27/11/18

TOPPIE Deckster

13/11/18

DANIEL Louisa

17/12/18

MADHOSINGH Phillipa

26/03/18

WELCH Walter

14/10/18

DARSAN Kenneth

19/12/18

MOHAMMED Baitoon

30/10/18

WELLINGTON Kelvin

02/11/18

DOUGLAS Andrew

03/10/18

MOHAMMED Harry

30/12/18

WILLIAMS Juanita

21/12/18

EDWARDS Arnold

06/02/10

MOHAN Alvin

08/01/19

WILLIAMS Stanley

07/06/18
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INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME 2019
TECU CREDIT UNION CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED EMBARKS ONCE AGAIN ON ITS INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME, WHICH AFFORDS
PARTICIPANTS THE OPPORTUNITY TO FOSTER THEIR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND EXPLORE A DIVERSITY OF CAREER OPTIONS.
APPLICANTS WILL GAIN INVALUABLE EXPERIENCE IN DISCIPLINES SUCH AS:

Marketing/
Corporate
Services
Human
Resources

Information,
Communication &
Technology

Finance/
Accounting

Credit & Risk
Management

Facilities/Property
Management

Internal Audit

Member Service
Operations

Administrative
Services

Insurance Services

Health, Safety &
Environment

Compliance

ELIGIBILITY: Members and Children of Members between
the ages of 18-25 years old
NATIONALITY: Citizen of Trinidad and Tobago

MUST BE ABLE TO COMPLETE THE PERIOD OF
INTERNSHIP (24 JUNE – 16 AUGUST 2019)
BEHAVIOURAL COMPETENCIES
Good communication and interpersonal skills:
Promotes ideas effectively and constructively through speech;
responds to queries and builds constructive and effective
relationships

Complete the relevant application form and submit
together with copies of:
 Academic Certificates
 Computerized Birth Certificate
 Two (2) forms of Valid National Identification
 Proof of Address
 Two (2) recent testimonials from persons not
related to the applicant
 Letter of enrolment from recognised institution
AND

Initiative: A self starter, works well without supervision. Tries to
achieve goals beyond the minimal level of performance

 Deliver by hand or mail to:
Internship Programme 2019.
The Human Resource Department
TECU Credit Union Co-operative Society Limited
TECU House
Southern Main Road
Marabella

Member/ Customer Focus: Develops and maintains positive
relationships with members/ internal and external customers

Upon selection a Certificate of Good Character issued
within the last six (6) months would be required.

Teamwork: Works effectively and productively with others to
accomplish team and organizational objectives

Flexibility: Willingly accepts a variety of responsibilities, adapts
to new situations in a positive manner

EDUCATION: Presently Pursuing a First Degree Program
from a recognised Institution
TECHNICAL SKILLS: Working Knowledge of Microsoft
Office Suite
WORKING EXPERIENCE: None Required

 Limited to one (1) application per
household.
 Application Forms will be available at the
Marabella, Couva and Point Fortin Offices
or can be obtained from TECU’s website:
www.tecutt.com
 Drop off boxes will be located at the
offices

